
Sonicators reduce particle size of an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) to 20-50nm (depending on the formulation), 
creating a concentrated nanoemulsified solution to accurately infuse the final product (e.g. beverages, edibles, etc.) with  
a known concentration of API. For cannabis applications, concentrate formulations typically contain 10-50mg/mL API load.

Effective nanoemulsions require a mixture of water, your active ingredient (CBD or THC) and a surfactant formulation.  
For those who do not have the time or expertise to develop their own formulation, the NanoOptimizerTM  
surfactant/stabilizer system is available.

The Q2000 Flocell system can produce approximately 5L of nanoemulsion concentrate per hour. 
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Chiller    The chiller circulates coolant through the heat exchanger to maintain the temperature of the process liquid.  

Ultrasonic   The Sonicator generates the electrical signal needed to create the ultrasonic waves. It requires a 220V wall  
Generator   outlet and connects to the ultrasonic stack. 

Sound    The sound enclosure houses the ultrasonic stack and flocell and protects users from the extremely high  
Enclosure   decibel level. 

Ultrasonic   The stack (converter, booster, horn and flocell) is where the conversion from electrical signal to mechanical   
Stack    motion occurs as well as the processing of the liquid. The components of the stack work together to amplify   
    the mechanical motion and transmit pressure waves into the liquid. 

Heat Exchanger  Ultrasonics generates a significant amount of heat. The heat exchanger works with the chiller to extract the   
    heat and maintain your desired temperature range. 

Magnetic Drive Pump Recirculates the process liquid through the process tank, Flocell and heat exchanger continuously.   

Process Tank   This 25L tank is the reservoir for the process liquid.  It connects to the mag drive pump and via a 3-way valve,  
    to the filtration process.   

Automation   Utilizes feedback from flow, temperature and pressure sensors, along with a serial communications interface   
Controller   with the ultrasonic power supply to monitor for process irregularities and failures. In the case of a process  
    deviation, the controller will sound an alarm and shut-off the ultrasonics until an operator corrects the error.  

Peristaltic Pump  Pumps the processed liquid through the filtration system. This type of pump is required to maintain sterility.

Sanitary Filter  Sterilizing grade filtration is needed at the final step to remove titanium contamination as well as any other   
Housing   contaminants resulting in a food grade product.

NanoOptimizerTM  All-In-One Surfactant system delivers industry-leading particle size and is composed entirely  
    of GRAS ingredients.

Note: Compressed air is required to cool the ultrasonic stack (10psi/3-4 CFM of dry, oil free, filtered air). If you do not have a continuous  
duty compressor system, we can discuss alternative options.  
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